TECHNICAL

SPECIAL
BRANCH
A SIMPLE GUIDE TO TREE LIGHTING

Introducing tree lighting
is the most simple,
effective and low budget
way to make a statement
in any client’s garden,
says Robert Webber.
Here he explains how to
get it right...
I’m lucky enough to live near a great wood,
where I take my English Springers daily for their
rabbit fix. I love being within woodland, there is
something awe inspiring about walking on a
forest floor while looking up into a grand
canopy. At this time of year, lots of natural
features start to die off, which leaves us with
the opportunity to create a real statement in our
clients’ gardens: tree lighting.
Most trees can look fantastic when well lit;
even when all the leaves have gone and the
tree appears bare, you can still pick out the
architecture of nature by using light and shadow.
In this article I am concentrating more on
larger trees; those that are well over 10m. To
me they are God-given natural architecture that
when lit well can lift your gaze from the ground,
up towards the heavens.
A few years ago I had the privilege of being
invited to Loch Lomond Golf Club, just outside
Glasgow. The course is set within acres of
woodland, which you drive through to get to
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the main club house. The trees were
outstanding, and so was the challenge for us
– to light the trees so that a celebrity wedding
could take place in the main house. My team
worked incredibly hard for 10 days solid; not
even the famous highland rain slowed them
down! Not every garden has the privilege of a
Highland backdrop and a Loch. Anyway, as I
was saying to the King of Ghana last week... it’s
not good to name drop where you’ve worked!
Back to trees!

Pole position
When lighting large trees its always important
to remember the viewing point from the client’s
perspective. If they mainly view the tree from
the house then you would normally light it from
the ground in one position. If they have
multiple viewing points then this can increase
to two or three ground lights. The positions of
the lights always depend upon the height and
spread of the lower canopy of the tree.

For instance, a large pine tree would normally
have 10m of trunk before the canopy starts; so
you would position the light close to the tree in
order to highlight both the architectural trunk and
also the higher canopy. A large willow would
normally have a canopy which starts fairly low and
in some cases even hangs inches above the
ground. For these types of trees, we either hide
the light behind the canopy and fit it with a large
spread lamp so it fills the canopy with light, or we
position a couple of in-ground lights just outside
the canopy and angle the lamps so they catch the
front of the leaves and branches. Two very
different effects from the same tree.
Not every client has a budget that can
incorporate lighting many different areas. If you
are looking for a simple way to introduce lighting
on a low budget garden, then light a tree! It
provides a focal point for any landscape, and
will always be a changing feature throughout
the seasons.
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